Introduction
Many modern radar systems use medium pulse repetition frequency (PRF) waveforms to measure target range and velocity in the presence of clutter. Medium PRF waveforms offer excellent clutter rejection characteristics which render them an attractive proposition for airborne fire control radar plus a variety of other military radar applications. This paper describes work to optimise the selection of precise values of PRF for a variety of medium PRF schedules and to rate the quality of the solutions found.
Medium PRF
A medium PRF is characterised as being range and velocity ambiguous. Unambiguous range and velocity may be decoded through a comparison of the ambiguous target data received in a minimum number, M, PRFs from a total number, N, transmitted in what is known as an M of N schedule. Each medium PRF is also characterised by having blind ranges associated with eclipsing losses and overwhelming side lobe clutter (SLC) and blind velocities associated with the rejection of main beam clutter (MBC) and its repetition in the frequency domain. This blindness requires N > M; 3 of 8 being commonplace.
The Optimisation Process
The optimisation process is based on an evolutionary algorithm and uses a model of an airborne fire control radar and associated clutter model to trial the quality of each potential solution. The process is depicted in Figure 1 . The optimisation process is driven so as to reduce range/Doppler blindness and includes checks which guarantee that all schedules are decodable, avoid blind velocities, minimise the risk of ghosting and conform to limits dictating the maximum, minimum and mean PRFs allowable. The optimisation process is designed to identify optimum PRF schedules varying in length from 5 to 9 PRFs and requiring target data in three PRFs (as is the norm) and in just two PRFs.
The Radar Model
The details of the radar model are given in Table 1 .
Parameters Value
Carrier 
Target Extraction
This work assumes the use of the Coincidence Algorithm for decoding target range and Doppler, since it is less constraining on PRF choice than the Chinese Remainder Theorem. A target extraction algorithm has been developed which is designed to reject ghost targets and promote the declaration of true target range/velocity. The algorithm is based on the concept that genuine targets are characterised as being visible in a large number of PRFs in a small region of range/Doppler space, whereas ghost targets are more likely to be observed in a few PRFs. It also discounts any potential targets containing detection points already attributed to genuine targets. Therefore, potential ghost targets containing the detections of genuine targets which are repeated in the time and frequency domains are dismissed.
Tests were conducted on the following PRF schedules, which were identified as having the least blindness in each schedule type: 
Results -Blindness
One hundred runs of the optimisation process were performed for each schedule (M of N) and used to generate the blindness statistics of Table 2 . The data of Table 2 refer to the percentage of range/Doppler space which is visible in fewer than M+1 PRFs and includes blindness due to overwhelming SLC and the first blind range and blind velocity, both of which are unavoidable. 
Results -Ghosting
In all cases, approximately 95% of genuine targets were correctly reported, irrespective of the schedule or number of false alarms. The 2 of 8 schedule was consistently, though marginally, the best. Additional ghost targets were between 0.5 to 1% of the genuine number of targets but generally higher (up to 4 -6% depending on conditions) for the 2 of N schedules. Longer schedules resulted in fewer ghosts. Blind targets mirrored the blindness performance of each schedule and targets not reported (around 1%) followed the trends in incidence of ghosts.
Conclusions
The evolutionary algorithm has been successful in optimising the selection of PRF values of various medium PRF schedules for minimal range/Doppler blindness. The repeats runs of the optimisation indicate the existence of several similar local optima and the ability of the evolutionary algorithm to find them. Blindness is minimised in schedules requiring target data in fewer PRFs (M = 2) and for longer schedules (N = 8);
the former being the most significant.
The numbers of ghost targets remained very low for the 3 of 8 schedules and were only slightly degraded in the 2 of N schedules. The target extraction algorithm was most reliable for the longer schedules. Close formation targets gave rise to more ghosts than targets of random range and Doppler since close formations of identical Doppler only require correlation in range to register as ghosts. Unreported targets were very low in all schedules but tended to follow the trends in the reporting of ghosts. Correctly reported targets were maintained at a high level but were marginally superior for the 2 of 8 schedule. The highest incidence of ghosts (2 of 6, close formation targets) also corresponded to the lowest incidence of correctly reported targets, since ghosts were being declared in preference to correct targets. The numbers of blind targets followed the trend in blind zone performance.
In summary, each schedule type has areas of relative strength and weakness, however, the best and worst schedules do not differ appreciably from each other. This study has shown that 2 of N schedules can be considered viable and even advantageous with respect to the more conventional 3 of N schedules in many areas. In particular, the detection performance of an optimal 2 of 6 schedule is very similar to that of an optimal
